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1 Overview and Research Question

Self-supervision has emerged as an effective
paradigm for learning representations of spoken
language from raw audio without explicit labels
or transcriptions. Self-supervised speech models,
such as wav2vec 2.0 (Baevski et al., 2020) and Hu-
BERT (Hsu et al., 2021), have shown significant
promise in improving the performance across dif-
ferent speech processing tasks. One of the main
advantages of self-supervised speech models is
that they can be pre-trained on a large sample
of languages (Conneau et al., 2020; Babu et al.,
2022), which facilitates cross-lingual transfer for
low-resource languages (San et al., 2021).

State-of-the-art self-supervised speech models
include a quantization module that transforms the
continuous acoustic input into a sequence of dis-
crete units. One of the key questions in this area
is whether the discrete representations learned via
self-supervision are language-specific or language-
universal. In other words, we ask: do the discrete
units learned by a multilingual speech model rep-
resent the same speech sounds across languages
or do they differ based on the specific language
being spoken? From the practical perspective,
this question has important implications for the
development of speech models that can general-
ize across languages, particularly for low-resource
languages. Furthermore, examining the level of
linguistic abstraction in speech models that lack
symbolic supervision is also relevant to the field of
human language acquisition (Dupoux, 2018).

2 Approach

To answer our research question, we conduct a
series of experiments with spoken language identi-
fication (SLID) as a probing task. Our intuition is
that if we can accurately predict the language of a
short speech sample (∼10 sec) from its discretized
representation, this would suggest that the model

has learned language-specific discrete units that are
unique to each language. On the other hand, a diffi-
culty in predicting the language would suggest that
the model has learned a common set of discrete
units that are shared across multiple languages.

Experimental Data. We use a balanced subset of
the Common Voice speech corpus (Ardila et al.,
2020) consisting of 16 languages that span di-
verse sub-groups within the Indo-European lan-
guage family, namely: Romance (Catalan, Por-
tuguese, French, Spanish, Italian), Germanic (Ger-
man, Dutch, Swedish, Frisian), Slavic (Ukrainian,
Russian, Polish), Celtic (Welsh, Breton), Hellenic
(Greek), and Indo-Iranian (Persian). Our language
sample exhibits a considerable degree of typolog-
ical diversity with respect to various phonologi-
cal features, including the Consonant-Vowel Ra-
tio, which is high in Russian but low in German,
French, and Swedish (Maddieson, 2013). In addi-
tion, stress location patterns are highly variable
in Russian and Spanish, but fixed in languages
such as Greek, Persian, and Welsh (Goedemans
and van der Hulst, 2013). We use ∼6.75, ∼3.75,
∼4.25 hours per each language for training, vali-
dation, and evaluation sets, respectively. A speech
sample in our study is an utterance of a few seconds
of read speech.

SLID Classifiers. For the set of languages in our
study, we obtain discrete presentations from two
pre-trained speech models: (1) monolingual En-
glish wav2vec 2.0 (W2V2), and multilingual model
XLSR-53 (XLSR) (Conneau et al., 2020). We use
the English W2V2 model to establish a comparison
with a model that did not observe the languages in
our study during pre-training.
Baseline. We use the majority class as a baseline,
which corresponds to chance performance since
our training and evaluation dataset are balanced.
Discrete Classifiers. Next, we train three different
SLID classifiers on the discretized representations



of utterances in our study from both W2V2 and
XLSR: (1) a Naive Bayes (NB) classifier, and (2)
a linear classifier based on multi-class logistic re-
gression (LC-D), and (3) a unidirectional LSTM
(LSTM-D). NB and LC-D discard the sequential
nature of representations and view each speech
sample as a bag of discrete units. With the LSTM-
D classifier, we can examine how much we gain by
incorporating sequential information when decod-
ing the language ID from the discrete sequence.
Continuous Classifiers. To investigate the effect
of the discretization step on the extractability of
language ID information from the model represen-
tations, we need to compare to SLID classifiers
trained on continuous representations. To this end,
we train linear classifiers on the representations
from all transformer layers (after applying mean
pooling). In this abstract we focus on classifiers
trained on the output of the local convolutional en-
coder (LC-C0) and the contextualized transformer
layer that yielded highest accuracy in both model
(LC-CX). We also train a unidirectional LSTM
on the sequence of contextualized vectors (LSTM-
CX), identical to those used to train LC-CX.
Skyline. Finally, we fine-tune the pre-trained mod-
els to predict language ID to establish a reasonable
upper-bound of the performance on the SLID task.

3 Preliminary Results

Activated Discrete Units. First, we find that the
set of activated units are nearly identical across the
languages in our study, which implies that the mod-
els do not learn units that are predictable features
of the identity of the spoken language.

SLID Experiments. Table 1 shows the results of
our SLID experiments. We observe that the non-
sequential classifiers trained on discrete units (NB
and LC-D) yield only modest improvements over
the majority class baseline. This indicates that the
languages in our study exhibit similar distributions
over the discrete units. We do not observe consid-
erable differences between the monolingual W2V2
and multilingual XLSR models in this case. How-
ever, W2V2 surprisingly outperforms XLSR for the
sequential discrete classifier (LSTM-D), which in-
dicates either that the monolingual model is more
successful at approximating the languages’ phono-
tactics or that the multilingual model projects the
audio frames onto a shared discrete space where
language identity is more difficult to extract com-
pared to the monolingual model.

Classifier
Accuracy (%)

W2V2 XLSR

Baseline Majority class 6.25 6.25

Discrete
Naive Bayes 11.84 13.28

LC-D 13.89 12.78
LSTM-D 39.78 32.10

Continuous
LC-C0 22.00 22.57
LC-CX 47.04 59.54

LSTM-CX 58.70 59.80

Skyline Fine-tuned 54.96 59.72

Table 1: The performance of spoken language identifi-
cation using different classifiers.

Discrete vs. Continuous Classifiers. If we con-
sider the performance of the continuous classifiers,
we observe a higher accuracy compared to their
discrete counterparts. This demonstrates the ease
of extraction for the language ID information from
the continuous representations. Moreover, we find
that sequential models (e.g., LSTMs) trained on
the representations from a middle layers to be suc-
cessful in predicting the language ID compared to
lower and higher layers in the transformer, which
indicates the language ID information emerges as a
product of the contextualization in the transformer
block. This is evident in our results since the linear
classifier on middle layer representations (LSTM-
CX) in XLSR performs as good as the skyline fine-
tuning setting. It is worth pointing out that XLSR

has observed the languages in our study during pre-
training, which can explain the high accuracy in
predicting the language via a linear classifier from
continuous representations in the middle layers.

4 Conclusion

We summarized the findings of our experiments
whereby we investigate the nature of the discrete
units in multilingual, self-supervised speech mod-
els. We employed language identification as a prob-
ing task and demonstrated the difficulty of predict-
ing the language of an utterance from its discretized
representation. Our findings support the hypothesis
that latent, discretized speech representations in
self-supervised models correspond to sub-phonetic
events that are shared across the world’s languages,
rather than language-specific, abstract phonemic
categories.
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